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Abstract 
In this paper we interface Tangible Devices (i.e. Haptic 
Devices) for 3D Virtual World based on MPEG-RoSE 
syntax. We called it Virtual World and Real World 
Interface (VRI). The VRI Technology project intends to 
provide virtual world information to real world and 
tangible experience to user of virtual world through 
tangible devices. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
(1 line spacing) 

We can use Virtual World as media to bring 3D 
dimension to viewers. Many virtual worlds are 
developed and being improved all the time, such as, 
Second Life [1], Wonderland [2], Croquet [3], etc. As 
the growing of virtual world, user wants to participate 
more deeply and feel more realistic experiences of 
virtual world.  

In this research, we want to interfacing tangible 
devices (i.e. WiiMote, Force Feedback Joystick, 
Vibration Chair, Dimmer, etc.) to virtual world so that 
can produce sensory effects that give users more 
realistic experience. 

We define VRI (Virtual and Real World Interface) 
Technology, which is designed transmission standard 
format and synchronization method between tangible 
devices and virtual world based on MPEG-RoSE [4]. 
MPEG-RoSE suggest delivery format and sensory 
effect metadata of sensory effects including special 
effects[5] 

 
 

2. VRI (Virtual World and Real World 
Interface)  

 
Virtual World and Real World Interface (VRI) 

Technology is an interface layer that can bridge 
between Virtual Worlds and Real World. The purpose 
of VRI is to make virtual world or interaction devices 
can be configured in the standard format to provide 
chance of participation and realistic experience to user. 

In Figure 1, we can see that VRI design concept 
include three parts: VRI Manager, VRI Data Format, 
and VRI Engine. 

VRI-Data-Format is data format based on MPEG-
RoSE syntax (or now is called MPEG-V Sensory 
Effect Description Language). All sensory effect that 
will be rendered in tangible devices is represented in 
this format. 

VRI-Manager handles producing and managing the 
distribution of VRI-Data-Format to Virtual World 
Viewer. 

VRI-Engine handles parsing and synchronizing the 
sensory effect inside VRI-Data-Format to all tangible 
devices.   
 

 
Fig. 1.  VRI Design Concept. 

 
 

3. Implementation 
 
We implement this VRI concept in Baseball match. 

The scenario is like in Figure 2. 
In this implementation, we use OpenSim Server [6] 

as Virtual World Server and Second Life Viewer (SL-
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Viewer) [1] as Virtual World Viewer. We use WiiMote 
and FFJoystick as tangible devices.  

There are three sensory effects that we implement: 
animation effect, vibration effect, and light effect. 
Animation effect is rendered in SL-Viewer, Vibration 
effect is rendered in WiiMote and FFJoystick, and 
Light effect is rendered in WiiMote. 

  

 
Fig. 2.  VRI Implementation Scenario. 

 
Web Server works as terminal for Baseball Expert 

that give input of baseball event like Single Home 
Run, Double Home Run, etc. Baseball event is 
represented in XML-SOAP format. This data is sent to 
OpenSim server and handled by VRI Manager. VRI 
Manager produces the VRI-Data-Format and sent it to 
each SL-Viewer. 

VRI-Engine will parse the VRI-Data-Format and 
synchronize the sensory effect inside it to SL-Viewer 
and WiiMote or FFJoystick. 

Figure 3 shows us screen shot of SL-viewer that 
connected with WiiMote. 

 

 
. Fig. 3. Implementation Screen Shot. 

 
 
 

4. Summary 
 

VRI (Virtual and Real World Interface) Technology 
is one way to interfacing tangible devices (i.e. 
WiiMote, Force Feedback Joystick, Vibration Chair, 
Dimmer, etc.) to virtual world so that can produce 
sensory effects that give users more realistic 
experience. VRI Technology is based on MPEG-RoSE. 
\ 
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